From the first good morning to the last good-night kiss, this cozy book contains prayers for every aspect of a young child’s daily life. Familiar offerings such as “Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep” and “Thank You for the World So Sweet” are paired with lesser known verses by Victor Hugo, Johnny Appleseed, and others, and all are brightened by Juli Kangas’s irresistible images. Plumb full of families enjoying together time, kids at rest and play, and nature’s loveliness, this is a book to use daily and to treasure.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
This is a lovely book of prayers....anyone, a mother, father, grandparent...etc. Would love reading this to or along with a child.

The artist put a lot of care into her work.

This is a must for any expecting mother to be or some child you can share with.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
A Childs Book of Prayers by Juli Kangas - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!